A novel approach to identify the miRNA-mRNA causal regulatory modules in Cancer.
MicroRNAs (miRNAs) play an essential role in many biological processes by regulating the target genes, especially in the initiation and development of cancers. Therefore, the identification of the miRNA-mRNA regulatory modules is important for understanding the regulatory mechanisms. Most computational methods only used statistical correlations in predicting miRNA-mRNA modules, and neglected the fact there are causal relationships between miRNAs and their target genes. In this paper, we propose a novel approach called CALM(the causal regulatory modules) to identify the miRNA-mRNA regulatory modules through integrating the causal interactions and statistical correlations between the miRNAs and their target genes. Our algorithm largely consists of three steps: it first forms the causal regulatory relationships of miRNAs and genes from gene expression profiles and detects the miRNA clusters according to the GO function information of their target genes, then expands each miRNA cluster by greedy adding(discarding) the target genes to maximize the modularity score. To show the performance of our method, we apply CALM on four datasets including EMT, breast, ovarian, thyroid cancer and validate our results. The experiment results show that our method can not only outperform the compared method, but also achieve ideal overall performance in terms of the functional enrichment.